In their analysis of international relations, Bernstein and Weldon (1968) In the usual manner of using a matrix to represent the adjacency relation in a graph, directed graph, or network (see Harary, Norman, and Cartwright, 1965) , the i'th row and the i'th column stand for the i'th nation in their sample of 35 nations (as named in Table  1) , and the i, j entry of the matrix (in the i'th row and the j'th column) tells the relationship of the i'th nation to the j'th. Thus, in matrix A (Bernstein and Weldon, p. Figure FIG. 1. An illustration of the symmetric closure relation and symmetric subrelation for the reciprocal defense relations.
l(a). These two operations are equivalent to changing certain entries in the adjacency matrix from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0, respectively, so that the resultant matrix is symmetric in both cases. Consequently, matrix A was made symmetric by setting the ten i,j unit entries of the matrix cited in Table 2 Figure 4 Figure 5 , and the cliques of the largest component of the graph are listed in Table 3. 3 For simplicity, the interior lines of the K 10 clique have been omitted. Similarly, the graph&dquo; for the symmetric closure relation appears in Figure 6 and the cliques in Table 4 .
The largest component of the graph of Figure 5 has two cutpoints, the United States and the USSR. It also has two bridges, one between the United States and Japan (a bridge across the Pacific) and the other between the USSR and Hungary. The only nation which is adjacent to both the United States and the USSR is the Union of South Africa! The 4 In order to afford a clearer view of the overall structure of the graph, all but two of the interior lines of the two K 6 cliques have been omitted (the two lines being retained since they also form part of a K 4 clique) and the interior lines of the K 10 clique. (1968) .
